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Introduction

Vectorized sketches that make use of strokes 
and point-slopes are a more natural way of 
thinking about how humans draw (generate) 
images or sketches.

ü They can be scaled up or down without 
affecting image quality, as opposed to raster 
images.

ü Lightweight in file size

o Icon and logo generation
o Complex design generation that fits on a 

business card and a billboard
o Sketch completion and “healing”
o Domain adaptation to OOV word prompts

A more natural way of communicating the kind 
of sketch to be generated using complexities of 
human language, following popularization of 
DALL-E 2, Glide, Imagen, and more!

Inputs:
∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒩 , 𝒔!= {∀𝑗 ∈ [𝒦], (Δ𝑥 " , Δ𝑦 " , 𝑔 " )} 
∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒩 , 𝑐! ← Text prompt for 𝒔!
Output: 
Learn to generate a sketch from noise given a 
text prompt

Advantages

Applications

Text Conditioning

Problem Setup

Background

We extend SketchKnitter [1] by conditioning 
on text prompts. To do so, we incorporate 
ideas from Glide [2].

Ø Generates vectorized sketches 
unconditionally from noise using DDIMs

Ø Learns to predict binary pen state for 
each stroke point

Ø Conditions on part of the sketch for 
completion and “healing” tasks

Ø Guided diffusion for text-conditioned 
raster image synthesis

Ø Uses a text encoder to condition on 
natural language

Ø Trains a 3.5B parameter diffusion model
Ø Compares CLIP guidance against 

Classifier-free guidance

SketchKnitter

Glide

Dataset

Google’s Quick, Draw! dataset [4]

<start>
{ this | here | image | sketch }
{ is | of }
{ a | an | the }
{ apple | umbrella | moon | shoe | lion | fish }
<end>

Classes

apple umbrella moon shoe lion fish

Text prompts

Methods

v U-Net conditions on text 
embeddings

v Embeddings also projected to  
dimensionality of attention    
layers and concatenated to 
attention context at each layer

Classifier-free guidance [3]

During training, randomly discard 
conditioning to train unconditionally.

During sampling,
where 𝑤 is the guidance strength

̂𝜖# 𝒙$ 𝑐 = 𝜖# 𝒙$ ∅ + 𝑤 < (𝜖# 𝒙$ 𝑐 − 𝜖# 𝒙$ ∅ )
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q Evaluated our samples via Fréchet inception distance (FID), 
geometry score (GS), and Kynkäänniemi precision and recall.

q Conducted experiments by generating 512 samples for every 
possible grouping of (class, w) where w ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, 
representing the sampling guidance strength.
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